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Learn the driving guide in New York and be prepared to take a driver's license, permit or renewal test. This page contains the latest version of the NY DMV Driver PDF guide. The New York DMV Guide covers a variety of topics, including traffic rules, road signs, and safe driving techniques. The DMV written exam will test your knowledge of these important
topics. After reading the guide, go to our free practice tests in New York. Studying the New York driver's manual and taking our free practice permit tests is the best strategy to prepare for the actual DMV written test and pass! Take the free NY DMV Practice test to save time and get a pass guarantee! LIMITED TIME OFFER: GO PREMIUM NOW AND SAVE
$24! Upgrading to The New York State Driver's Premium Guide will prepare you for a written permit test and road test, or help you brush up on traffic rules. Download the printed version of THE PDF Open and download the full printed pdf of the Driver's Manual (77 pages, 1.2MB). An open PDF ManualYou must have a version number 7.0 or later Adobe
Acrobat Reader® installed on your computer. The latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader® free on Adobe's website. Use the online version with practical testsIG online version of the manual contains parts 1, 2 and 3 (Chapters 1 to 12) of the printed guide. Chapters 4 to 11 include material that you need to know to pass the dmV written test for a class D, DJ
or E student permit. The chapters have interactive quizzes with actual test questions. Although Part 1 contains information that every driver should know, this information does not apply to a written permit test. Pickup or order printed copySingle, printed copies of DMV manuals for drivers are also available for free at DMV offices or by mail through the DMV
Call Center for your area code. Mass stamp order for public and private organizationsFor bulky manual orders for public or private organizations, use online DMV Hand order transactions. Note: The approximate metric equivalents of U.S. measures are only available for information. New York State laws and regulations use only American dimensions. The
information provided in the manual is as accurate as possible at the time of publication, but can be changed. This guide is designed to provide basic information and cannot cover all traffic laws or situations. If you have a question about information provided in the manual or the situation is not covered, contact the vehicle's office, or write: Department of Motor
Vehicles Communications 6 Empire State Plaza Albany, NY 12228MV-21 (9/18) Collapse allYou should be at least years or older to apply for a New York State driver's permit. If you are under 18 years of age, you must have a parent or legal guardian sign the consent section of your driver's license app also known as the MV-44 form. Be sure to have: Make
Do You pay attention to this part because your documents owe a total of 6 points. Below is a list of documents that you can use, as well as their point value. Remember that all documents must be original, and at least one of them must show the date of birth. FORMS OF IDPoint ValueServe as proof of date of birthIf up to 21: Form MV-45 signed by a parent
or legal guardian4NONY State photo driver's license / Permission to participate / Non-driver ID card (must be current or not expired more than 2yrs)6NOUS passport / passport Card4YESUS Military photo ID card (issued, active, active, active Backup or retired staff only)3YESSSertificate Citizenship3YESCertificate Naturalization3YESWelfare / Medicaid /
MEDICAID/NY State Card with PHOTO3NOWelfare / Medicaid / Medicaid / NY State Card without PHOTO2NOEmploy Authorization Card with Photo must be issued inS/DHS3YES For those submitted by the government or government-approved facilities: See. Form MV-45A Statement Identity4NOFor disenfranchised or homeless youth: See Form MV-45B
Statement Identity4NOPermanent Resident Card I-5513YESReentry Permit3YESRefugee Travel Document3YESForeign Passport with a valid I-551 stamp or visa application, written in ENGLISH or translated by the Embassy3 Temporary authorization for a state license without permission to photo2NONY or Pistol2NONYS Professional license2NONYS
vehicle or registration of the boat Document2NONY Certificate of Passport Title2NOForeign with VISA and valid I-94, issued by INS/DHS, written in ENGLISH or translated by the Embassy If your I-94 status code has: F1 (Student) or F2 (student's spouse or child), you must show the original IN/DHS Form I-20 stamping with any other I-20 approval notice (if
necessary). To be acceptable a student's school must be in NYS J1 (exchange visitor) or J2 (spouse or child exchange visitor) you must show the original ins/DHS form form DS-2019 with any other IAP-66 and notice of approval (if necessary) A1, A2, G1 or G3: Contact the State Department for a driver's license, student or non-driver ID card G-4: Apply for
DMV services only at DMV's Herald Square Office I: Bring a letter from a foreign press center to the DMV Herald Square Office Refugees and asylees must submit documents to the supervisory authority for approval3YESSt. Regis Mohawk Tribal Photo ID Card2NOCanadian Birth Certificate with St. Regis Mohawk Tribal Photo ID Card2YESUS Military
Dependent ID Card2NOUS College ID Card with Photo and Transcript2NOUS High School ID Card With Report Card2NOUS Marriage or Divorce Record or Court Issued a Decree to Change The Name2NOUS Computer Printed Pay Stub (must have your name on it)1NOUS Employee ID or GED certificate1NOUS Supermarket Check cashing card with your
pre-printed name and signature on it1NOUS Union Card1NOUS Health Insurance Card / Recipe Card1NOUS Life Insurance Policy (Active 2 2 Utility Bill including name and address1NOVeterans Universal Access Photo ID Card1NOW-2 Form must have a Social Security number on it1NOOnly 1 of the following items if issued by the same financial institution:
U.S. Bank Statement U.S. Cancelled Check with your printed name on it US Cash Card (ATM) must have a pre-printed name and the signature of the valid U.S. Credit Major Credit Card1Photo Driver's License issued from another U.S. state jurisdiction or ownership or Canadian Providence or Territory. (Should be current or not expired more than a
year)2NOUS or U.S. Territory Birth Certificate with the first and surname issued by the Health Board, the Bureau of Life Statistics, or the U.S. Department of State0YESUS DOS Consular Report on Overseas Births (FS-240, DS-1350, F-545)0YES at the local DMV office. Be sure to call or go online www.dmv.ny.gov to make sure the DMV office you're about
to use offers the original license and permission service. You can bring a controlled licensed driver who must be 21 or older with a VALID driver's license. No physical is required in order to get permission in New York. However, you, the doctor, or some concerned citizen may report any possible medical problems that may affect your driving skills. If this
becomes a problem, further action is taken by a licensed expert. This is decided on a case-by-case basis. Absolutely! You should check your vision when applying for a license in New York. You have two options in this. You can either take a DMV test or bring an MV-619 (Eye Test Report) signed by an eye care specialist. The exam must be completed and
dated no more than 6 months before. Once you have successfully passed the road test, you will have a driver's license photo taken on the DMV on the same day. So look better! You can wear whatever you want. Since once your face is visible in the photo, it won't matter. Remember, however, you can't wear a hat or hat. There are no flowers that you should
avoid. Wear what ever color you like. You can wear your hair as you normally wear it; however, it should not be, covering the face or eyes. The purpose of photography is to be able to determine who you really are. Also, you wouldn't want to hide this amazing face! Wear regular make-up; however, the less makeup, the better. As long as you don't wear as
much makeup where you're unrecognizable, you'll be fine! Some states are moving to facial recognition technology that can uniquely identify each individual. A straight face helps to distinguish who you really are. It's all in an attempt Fraud. Look directly at the camera and keep a calm and relaxed face. First, you will need to take a permit test. Once you have
passed the permit test, you must wait at least 6 months before taking a road test. Your permission is valid for 3 to 5 years. During this time you you practice driving with a licensed driver who is over 21 years old. This person should sit next to you in the car at any time. If you can't find the answer to your question above, please use our novice driver and
section to get a professional answer from our experts! If you need more help, you can contact us directly at info@driving-tests.org.Collapse allCollapse allYou are responsible for knowing parts two and three driver guides. They cover information such as proper food, four-way stops and road signs. Be sure to know all the rules of the road. Take our FREE NY
Permit Practice Test as many times as you want until you're 100% ready! You can also take the DMV Online Knowledge Test app, which can be found on www.dmv.ny.gov.No you don't need a driver's education to be eligible for a permit. A driver training course or a preliminary licensing class is required before passing a road test. The New York driver's
manual is divided into three parts. Part One reveals all the information you want to know before you apply for a driver's license. Parts 2 and 3 contain all the actual information you need to know for a written test. Yes! This is a great way to learn for your writing test. There are several websites that offer selective questions. Most of them will offer you a lowquality free test, but will charge you for the full test. Take our full 100% FREE NY Permit Practice Test - it's a proven way to help you prepare, and the questions are amazinly similar to what you get on a real DMV test! You can take a permit test at your local DMV office. You do not need to pass a written test if you have a driver's certificate of education on
Form-285. The absolute most important thing to do the night before the written test is to relax! By the time the night before the written test arrives, you should be familiar with part two and three guides/guidelines. The best thing to do is to get a good night's rest and stay positive! People get nervous when they feel they are under pressure. In fact, it is the fear
of failure. If you have prepared yourself, then there is no need to worry. Learn, prepare, think positively and do your best. On average, 65% of people are being tested for a permit in New York for the first time. So you think you're ready to take a permit test. Well done! The next step now would be for you to call your local DMV office to see what times they
have set aside for the written test. Once you know in time you will go, collect a statement, identity documents, Social Security cards and board and go there and ace your test! Collapse allCollapse allYou can take your permit test at your local DMV office. The state of New York allows anyone 16 years of age or older to obtain a permit. Be sure to review the
manual and collect all the necessary documents and fees fees I'm going to apply. You must have the following: Form MV-44 (also known as the driver's license application) Your Social Security Card Apply FeeForm MV-619 is signed by an eye care specialist if you choose not to take a vision test on the DMVForm MV-285 driver education certificate if you
have one. Documents confirming your age and identity. Make sure your paperwork has a total of 6 points. Remember that all documents must be original, and at least one of them must show the date of birth. Well, everything will depend on your age and location. Fees range from $80.00 to $108.00. The fee includes a $12.50 photo document fee and a $1
Metro Suburban Transportation District Fee (MCTD). This applies to those who live in five counties in New York City, the Bronx, Kings (Brooklyn), New York (Manhattan), and Richmond (Staten Island). Just call or go online, dmv.ny.gov to determine what exact price you would pay. No, just a driver 21 years and older with a VALID license. There are 20 quiz
questions you have about the rules of the road. These questions will be from the second and third of NY Driver's Manual. At least four of these 20 issues will relate to road signs. For example: What do flashing red lights and lowered crossing gates mean? Other test issues will cover issues such as: Parallel parkingIntersectionsPassingSharing roadTraffic
crashes and moreBy passing at least 14 of the 20 issues with at least 2 of these questions about road signs. This test will only be as hard as you think it is. It all depends on the person. Many believe that this test will be easy, others find it quite difficult, and some find it tough. Here's how you make it less difficult: learn and prepare, read part two and three
driver guides, take a free practice test to find online on use any other useful available source you can find. There are 20 questions on the exam. Four of these issues relate specifically to road signs. You have to get 14 out of 20 questions correctly. You have to answer at least two road sign questions correctly. You can get no more than 6 questions out of 20
wrong. No more than 2 of these 6 may be about road signs. The resolution test is NOT an open book test. The purpose of the test is to make sure that you understand and apply the rules of the road. The road is a serious place and can be dangerous if you do not know the proper rules. You won't be able to use the manual while actually driving because there
would be no time. Everything on the road REALLY TIME means you have to be on your toes, attentive and ready for anything. So again, no, you can't use During testing. No, you are not required to take a drug test when applying for a student's permit. There is no easy place. THE ONLY THING to take the solution test is at the DMV office. You are exempt
from the permit check if you have a driver's certificate of education on the MV- 285 form. The easiest way to be prepared. The test is computerized and the questions are randomly selected. If you don't pass you won't get permission. You can retake it again without paying another app fee. There is no limit to the number of times you can take the test. There is
no limit to the number of times you can take a written test. But if you have failed more than 3 times then you should wait 6 months before trying again. During this time you want to stop and think about what you are doing wrong. Ask yourself these questions: Am I taking a practical test? Am I rushing through the exam? Do I really understand the rules of the
road? Did I read the driver's manual? Asking yourself these questions will tell you what you need to do in order to change your account. You can retake the test immediately or preferably when you are better prepared. You must be accompanied by a licensed driver for at least 21 years. This man must be sitting next to you. You can only have one person in
the car under the age of 21 if they are not the nearest family. At all times, you must have at least one person in the car who is licensed and over 21 years old. You may not have more than one passenger in a car who is under 21 unless they are the closest family members and you still need to have a licensed driver over the age of 21 sitting next to you. You
can drive within New York City (5 boroughs) and Long Island between 5 a.m. and 9 p.m. with a parent, legal guardian or driving instructor who has at least 21.You can drive in all other counties for all hours as long as it's with a licensed driver over 21.You can't drive in the field of road testing, on the street in a park in New York City , or under any tunnel or
bridge that is under the jurisdiction of the Triboro Bridge and Tunnel Administration, or at Cross County, Hutchinson River, Saw Mill River, or Toconic State Parkways in Westchester County. You passed the permit test! You must wait at least 6 months before applying for a road test. Your next step is to practice driving with a licensed driver at least 21 years
and older. You must have at least 50 hours of practice road time. You must also have at least 5 hours of pre-licensing driver class or take a driver training course at high school or college. At the end, you will receive an MV-278 form or a student certificate to complete the MV-285 form. You must wait at least 6 months before taking your road Collapse
allCollapse allBesides parallel park, you must also practice changing lanes, acceleration and braking consistency, and safely passing. Except that ever your weaknesses are practiced by those. minor, some large. Here are common mistakes you should avoid: Rolling stopsImproper lane changeNot using signalOnly one-handed on wheelUnsure at four-way
stopsIncorrect Parallel ParkingOn Mirror CheckIt's big day and you can be a little nervous! If you've had enough practice you should do well. In order for this day to go a little smoother, be prepared to bring these items: Photo learner permit 5-hour pre-license course completion certificate (MV-278) or Student Certificate completion MV-285Certificate controlled
driving MV-262A registered, insured and properly equipped vehicleA driver who is at least 21 years old and has a valid license to operate the vehicle you drive during the road test. The driver with you must show his rights to the examiner. Without practice, there is no way you would be prepared for road pressure - let along the road test. Practice prepares you
for a real exam and also keeps you and others safe, and most importantly ALIVE! Most places are ok for you to practice driving, except: You can't drive within New York City (5 boroughs) and Long Island between 5 a.m. and 9 p.m. with a parent, legal guardian or driving instructor who has at least 21S can drive in all other counties for all hours as with a
licensed driver over 21 You can't drive in the field of road testing. On the street in a park in New York, or under any tunnel or bridge that is under the jurisdiction of the Triboro Bridge and Tunnel Administration, or at Cross County, Hutchinson River, Saw Mill River, or Toconic State Park in Westchester County.Any licensed driver is age 21 or older. It can be
your parents or legal guardian, driver's education instructor or any other responsible licensed driver who is at least 21 years old. You must have at least 50 hours of controlled driving practice. If you do not take a driving course in high school or college, you must take a pre-licensing course at New York State Driving Schools. At the end of the course, the
driver must receive the MV-285 or MV-278 uniform. You should be familiar and comfortable with driving on the actual road. Knowing Part 2 and 3 of the NY Driver Lead is required. You will be tested on your ability to drive safely and jointly with others. You prepare by practicing with a RESPONSIBLE driver who is at least 21 years of age or older. You should
have at least 50 hours away. 15 of these hours, including after sunset and 10 of these hours should be done in heavy traffic. Those who don't pass may have either been nervous or were not well prepared. It's only hard if you haven't had Practice. That's why you have to submit a form of MV-262 that states that you have had at least 50 hours of controlled
road preparation. You can either go online or call your local DMV DMV office to schedule the purpose of road tests. The waiting time is usually several weeks, so make sure your permit doesn't expire before your road test. The driving test will be done at your local DMV office. You are required to provide your own car for road testing. The person who brings
you must be a licensed driver aged 21 and over. The vehicle must be registered and insured with work seat belts. Collapse allCollapse allA licensed driver aged 21 and over with a valid driver's license. You pass your New York road test doing well. You should be able to show the examiner that you are experienced enough to ride alone. In order to drive,
focus on the correct change of lanes, alarms, not changing lanes at the intersection and not braking too much. During the test, the examiner must assess the negative score for important mistakes of safe driving. To pass, you do not need to accumulate more than 30 negative points. Automatic disqualification may be the result of dangerous driving measures,
a serious traffic violation or an accident. Here are some important things to remember when taking a driver's test: Guide: Make sure you're always steering smoothly and manageable no matter the circumstances. Acceleration: Acceleration smoothly and graduallySe: Don't drive over the speed limit. Don't go too slow either. Be sure to adjust your speed
accordingly based on situations such as traffic and weather. Signs: Know what the signs mean and obey themSubscription Position: Stop the car before it is on the intersecting street. Position lane: Make sure your car is fully in its proper lane. Watch out for others: Anticipate the moves other drivers will make in order to respond safely to possible driving
errors. We also encourage you to explore this guide: Road Test Tips: Your Ultimate Test Guide to our Sister Find-a-Driving-School.caMost people make their first mistake when they haven't got enough practice after you're driving other mistakes such as a quick takeoff, not coming to a full stop and jeopardizing the safety of other people on the road are
common mistakes. The examiner will first inspect your car. They want to check your headlights, brake lights, car tags, and signal lights. If the examiner is happy, they will join you in the car. The first thing the expert will ask you to do is start your car. From now on, he or she will tell you where to go. Demonstrate that you are well aware of the rules of the road.
Some things that you Do, this: Turn left and rightBack upChange lanesStop at controlled and uncontrolled intersectionsDrive in regular trafficYieldto to the right of wayStop on the respective signsDrive defensiveyYes, this is a necessary part of the driving test. Parallel parking is a performing S-shape turn in reverse to park parallel to the curb. View these
parallel parking lots for more information. You should check the mirrors before you take off. You have to check them every time you change the lane, turn on the signal or make a turn. You should check your mirrors often in order to see what other drivers are doing. You should also check them out every time you prepare to take a new step. Yes, you can
wear contact lenses or glasses during the exam if that is what you normally use to see. You have to focus on: Be prepared and look forward to proper speedSignaling before turning or changing lanes of the motions yourself space while driving the Parallel Parking Connective Seatbelt There are a few things you shouldn't do when taking a driving test, such as
having AN ACCIDENT. You have to really focus on what you should be doing. However, here are 3 things you can't do while on the road: Wrong Highway Merging Driving is too slowAfter too closeNo. You only have to take a written test once and that's when you get permission. Once you have taken a written test and passed you are not required to take it
again. No one can work with you in the car during the exam. There will only be 2 people in the car and it is you and the examiner. There is no limit on the number of times you can fail the New York driver test. Ideally you would like to pass it on for the first time, however, if you don't, then there is no limit to the number of times you can fail. Your permit is still
good for use during practice, however, after the second time you fail, you have to go to the car office and pay $10 in the vehicle office for 2 additional road tests. Some people develop fear for driving after they have been hit by an accident. The human brain has realized that there is danger, and as a result your subconscious blows this phobia out of
proportion. Websites www.fear-of-driving.org can help you explore ways to overcome fear in the future. Also, taking driver courses can help build trust. Collapse allCollapse allHooray! You passed the driver's exam. After many classes, practice and hard work, you have successfully passed the test. Once the test is finished, the examiner will give you a receipt
along with your permit, which will serve as a temporary license. It will be good for 90 days. During this time, your license must arrive by mail. Usually it takes 2 weeks. If you are 16 when you get a license, there are restrictions depending on where you are. For example, if you live in New York, you can't drive after 9 p.m. Once you pass the test, you'll get / test
license that you must keep with your student's permission, which is valid for 90 days until you get a license in the mail. There are all kinds of fun things to do once you get a license. You don't have to have a lot of people in the car and no more than two if they are under the age of 21. Year. Can go out to eat, take your family members for a joy ride, go
shopping or anything you like! You need to be aware of signs, aggressive drivers, pedestrian rights, intersections and more. It's best to read on driving in New York before going on the road in New York for the first time. You can check the state website www.ny.gov or www.dmv.ny.gov.Full coverage insurance is recommended. It will cover your car and
another driver's car, even if the accident is your fault. At the very least, you should have liability insurance to cover another driver's car. You need a car, a license and any possible driver education certificates to show that you have had the proper training. How much you will pay for car insurance will all depend on what company you are with, how old you are,
how many people will be on your policy and what type of car you will drive, and your driving record. There are several car insurance out there. You'll have to do your research. Some insurance companies will give discounts if you are a student or if you have taken a driver's education class. Some of the not-so-large car name insurance companies offer the
best competitive prices such as Safeco. You may end up paying less by choosing a car that is in a low insurance group. Statistics show that new drivers have the worst driving rates. They also have higher accident rates and more complex accidents than more experienced drivers. You didn't go through all the Collaps. Don't feel bad! Many people do not pass
road tests on the first attempt. Don't get upset. You can take the test again as soon as the next day. Sorry about that. You have a choice taking the test again the next day with your appointment. The best thing is that you get more practice before you try again. If you are not after the second attempt you have to pay another $10 for two more road tests. To
wind down allCollapse allAs of September 2011, New York state no longer requires a vision check to renew the license. This is done in an attempt to make online and mailing in an update easier. So you don't need anything to renew your license other than old information from your current license. You can renew your NY license in 3 ways: You can renew it
online here, if you have passed the vision test and have a valid form of MV-619 or MV-619R from a qualified eye care professional, your current address still corresponds to the address listed in the DMV record, on the day of the license renewal no more than 1 year ahead of the expiration date, your postal address is within the U.S. and you have a Social
Security number on your DMV record. You can extend it by mail if passed the vision test and have a valid form OF MV-619 or MV-619R from a qualified eye care specialist, your current address still corresponds to the address listed in the DMV record, the day you resume resuming The license is no more than 1 year ahead of expiration date, your mailing
address is within the U.S. and you Have a Social Security number is on your DMV record. You can extend it in person at your nearest DMV office. As of September 2011, new York state no longer requires a license renewal test. This is done in an attempt to make online and mail-in updates easier. Roll allCollapse allWelcome in New York! If you have a
driver's license from another state, you don't have to take a New York State diver test. You have 30 days to exchange your license for her state license of the state of New York. You have limited driving privileges if you have a permit from another state such as: You must abide by the rules of your home state and The State of New York. Period.Your
government authorization cannot be exchanged for NYS permission. Your permit cannot be used for road tests. You must apply for a nyS student permit and a driver's license. Once you have a NYS permit, you must wait at least 6 months before taking a road test. If you are not your written test, there is no specific waiting period: you can take it again as
soon as you like. If you fail a road test, there is no mandatory waiting time to retake it. You can take it again the next day provided you have an appointment. If you become a New York resident, you have 30 days to apply for a New York State license. If you do not live in New York, the State of New York will recognize your license for its validation until it is
revoked, suspended or revoked. As long as you are a resident of the country that issued your license, New York recognizes your foreign driver's license. You can get an international driver's permit. It only checks that you hold a valid driver's license in your country. You are advised to simply keep your country's license because you don't need a New York
license if you don't live. Once you understand and are familiar with the laws and lifestyle of New York, it can be an exciting and memorable place to live! Learn more about New York, visit the state's website in www.ny.gov to learn about business, education, housing, taxes, recreation, government, the environment and more. You can also call 1-518-4748390.Collapse allCollapse allYou can start driving in New York at the age of 16, if you have at least a student's permit and is accompanied by an adult who is at least 21 years of age or older and has a valid driver's license License.No no matter what age you are, you may not be able to alone in New York until you reach the full driver's license. Aside from
being LAW, driving is a major duty that requires a high level of responsibility, experience and maturity that most of those under 16 will not have. Please, Please that drinking and driving is dangerous and stupid. There is zero TOLERANCE for drinking and driving if you are under the age of 21. The percentage of blood alcohol, also known as BAC, can be no
more than 0.05. It's high enough to prove you were drinking. A level of 0.08 or higher is enough to prove that you are intoxicated. The level of 0.18 or higher is the level of driving while intoxicated. You may be arrested for drunk driving and driving in these circumstances: aggravated driving under the influence of alcohol (Agg-DWI) driving under the influence
of alcohol (DWI) driving with a blood alcohol content of 0.08 percent or more (.08 BAC) while driving while the ability to impaired drugs (DWAI-drugs) driving under the influence of alcohol and drug intoxication. You are looking for potential dangers in advance and avoid them. According to Safe Practice for the operation of motor vehicles, defensive driving is
driving to save lives, time and money, despite the conditions around you and the actions of others. Studies show that 90% of accidents are caused by driver errors. While these skills are often taught in the driver's education course, here are some ways you can start defensive driving now: Leave plenty of space between you and the car frontCheck all your
mirrors often and look at the conditions way ahead of youKeep your speed downPosition of your car so you can see and be seenUn you depend on other drivers to drive safely You should have access to your own DMV record But there are others that have access to your own DMV driving records, such as government, insurance companies, and public and
private organizations. States that don't normally require Parallel Park drivers generally don't require a driver in parallel park for road tests. Roads and streets in some places are not designed for general parallel parking, so it is not on the road test. Anyone who decides not to get a driver's license has their own personal reasons. Some people prefer not to sit
behind the wheel for fear of the road, some prefer not to do so because they may have a person who drives after them. The reason the DMV gives different routes on Road Test I is because if there is only one route people will be familiar with it and will not be challenged while driving. Different routes allow the instructor to see if you as a driver can really
handle yourself on the road in different situations. Different routes have different circumstances, all of which you need to know in your day-to-day driving. The different routes on the road test allow the examiner to see if you know good ride and can do it alone. I'm 16 and I just passed a written exam, and that was the easiest thing to do thanks to Drivingtests.org! I got the perfect score and was able to pass the exam less than five minutes. If you practice on their website or in the app at least a week before the test, you will get 100. The questions here are very close to those on the test. Every question answer popped right into my head with ease. The hardest ones were the ones with BAC in them, but there
were only a few issues like this. Rafael Kummer-L., Ny, Ny I had no idea about anything about driving, and at the age of 26 decided to finally time to find out. I read the DMV official guide, maybe once straight through - otherwise, I'm totally focused on the quiz here driving-tests.org and WOW! I felt so confident to take the test in a short time. Every day I made
sure to take quizzes, especially focusing on the marathon quiz at the end. The questions during the real test, although not identical, are very similar to the practical tests offered by this site and knowing what format to expect helped GREATLY. I would never have felt so willing to take a permit exam if it weren't for this site. And I PASSED! Christina C., Buffalo,
New York Is one of the best practice test point guys. They have an app that is a plus. Honestly just look at each chapter and its key points. And just keep training! I went to go get permission today and got 20/20 in 5 minutes and 33 seconds! Good luck to the boys! Tawana Grandison, Brooklyn, New YorkI passed on the first attempt, in 5 minutes and got

100%! Thank you for giving us this site to explore, except for the book. I must say that I am tired of reading the book over and over again, but combined with these quizzes it has made things much easier to understand and learn. Thank you so much. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND. Michelle R., Rochester, Ny I'm so glad you have this, the site is the best test
simulator of all the other sites. I would recommend this site to anyone. Thank you so much for helping me get through! Betsy C., Yonkers, New York Has passed the CDL permit exam thanks to this site in exam mode. Its exact is very accurate. Tony Kŕóös, Bronx, Ny I passed it today guys. A lot of questions were asked at the exam. Make sure to examine the
signs as well as b.a.c%. Good luck, take each test until you get above 80%, then just take the 20 question test a few more times and you will pass for sure. Tash Nicki B., Syracuse, New York I'm in love with this site. I took my test today to pass with flying colors :-) Shavonne Givens, NYMade these practical tests in the week before my exam and one the
night before and not only passed but got 100!! I definitely recommend learning from this, it has helped me a lot! Brianna Hamilton, New York I thought the test would be challenging, but with these practical tests, I was able to ace the exam with flying colors. I studied and was focused and confident when I took the test, because I know that struggled and
explored all the possibilities I had received. Thank you thank you A lot! Calling yourself, you'll be proud of the results. Terry Dixon, NY This site is just absolutely amazing, I just took my permission test and PASSED! Some of the questions on the test were ON ESY!!! I love this site and I'm so glad I used it to practice, it's really profitable, too useful, it really will
teach you ALOT. I was actually OVER prepared for my permission test thanks to this site, but it's never a bad thing. Thank you so much driving-tests.org :)Danielle C., New YorkI studied all weekend and watched the visual on YouTube, went and took the test passed. I got 1 in 20 wrong and it's all thanks to this site: the vast majority of the questions here were
on my test, only 2 questions were from the DMV brochure. Stick to this site and I promise you that you will pass . Kayleigh Smith, Jamaica, New York I finally took my permit test, passed on the first try and I owe it all to this site. If any of you guys are reading this and have any reserves about this test, don't do it. To be honest I had doubts as well for a while
actually. Then, yesterday, I took a test and nailed it. So explore because it works!! Jourdna Taylor, NY I studied on this site for two weeks thinking that the test is 6 parts, but it's not - just 20 questions, I barely read the book, but with this site was enough. The more prepared, the better! I went today and scored 96% !!!! THANKS TO THIS SITE! This is
AWESOME, I recommend this site to those who are planning to get their permission. :)Natasha S, New York Went Today to take the test and passed! I honestly have to say that this site is much better than the official DMV book. I totally recommend this site, it honestly will help you understand and you will learn faster with this than with DMV books. Crystal
Rosario, NYThit site really helped me pass my permit test! Thank you! The questions were very similar to the actual test. Yesenia Fernandez, New York Is the best site where you can practice effectively and be sure that you will pass it if you use it wisely. THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR DEDICATION!!! I passed the test today hands up!!! Thanks for
your well made site!!!! Diana Burke, New York I studied very minimally, then read the book carefully! Last night I took 3 practical tests, and today I passed the permit test to get all but one of the answers right! Driving-Tests.org it's great! Dawn Eche, New YorkIt was the first time I took a permit test in my life. This website provided information that allowed me to
succeed. You people who are trying to learn to pass the test should use this site as an advantage. Believe me, I did well and I can't believe I did so well thanks to this site!!! Bosco Villavicencio, New York considering DMV chapters and practical issues and realized that there were so many sections that you knew but weren't clearly specified. This site is great
for testing if you really understood the sections and chapters. Vishnu Ghani, New York Renewing my permit after the coupe years and all I did was exams on this site. I passed 4 practical exams and a marathon the night before and then took another practice a few minutes before the exam. I passed with flying flowers! Thank you guys so much for keeping
these exams free, they are highly appreciated! Chanaia, New YorkI took all the practical tests for my state and passed my permit test with 90%. Thank you so much for all the help. Blame Modi, NY I'm so glad I found this site, it helped me a lot! With only two days to prepare, I did all six tests offered, and again did the first and last. I was so confident in
passing the test, the only questions I got wrong were two about motorcycles and 3 others I can't remember. I would definitely recommend this site to anyone who wants to prepare for a permit test. In just about 2 hours, I would say the practice I managed to pass the test with 75% !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Thank you for driving-tests.org Walter Chick, New York Site is
wonderful! I took the test once after using the site and I tell you if you are trying to prepare for the test you really need to use the site. I went in and there were people ALREADY taking the test when I did with my test these same people were still sitting there smh. Stood up at the front she said you got ET ALL right. I'm trying to tell people, but people are firmly
headed, the site HELPS And I MEAN a lot of :) SO THANK YOU! Lisa Winfield, New York Thanks to this site and their practical tests today I passed the permit test :) This is the best site and it has taught me a lot and I am very grateful :)Brianna Cole, New YorkI took his permission and passed with 95%. Almost all the resolution questions were identical to the
practical test here! I missed one. Other than that, it was great. Dorene Chretien, New York I took all the practical tests here until I got them perfect and then took a real test. Got 100%! The best site ever! Natalie D., New YorkIf you want to take the test, use this site! I passed for the first time with flying flowers!! Coty Blount, New York I couldn't be more grateful
driving-tests.org!! It helped me pass my permit test so easily... I like all people have searched the internet for free online practice quizzes and after reading the success stories of people on this site, I thought I should give it a try... I've been bookmarking this site and for 3 weeks all I've done is practice... Today when I took the test I realized that almost all the
questions were literally the same! I definitely recommend this site to every person who takes a permit test because it really helps!! Thank you again so much Rock! :)F I, New YorkSuperrrrr is useful! Useful! the questions were just like a real resolution test. I finished the permit test very quickly too, because I already knew the questions from here! LOVE THIS
SITE! J S, New YorkToday I went to take my permit test and passed! This site helped me prepare for the test, I don't think I would have been able to pass without it. It works, use this before you take your permission and you are guaranteed to pass! Jaclynn S, NY After studying with this site for two weeks, I PASSED my permission to test W. 90% !!!! I was so
happy. The test was everything I learned from this site. Believe me, this is the best way to pass the student permit test!!! Dan N, NY St. Molly this site is the best took all six tests several times and passed my permit test for the first time and I don't even have to read the book (This site is a bomb). Martin Gomez, NY TeenagerI has never ridden before. Adult I
need a new/renew my license. The USAI rookie needs a U.S. driver's license. SeniorI must retake the written test after a certain age. Age.
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